With the rapid development of network and information technology, intelligent terminal system is used in many fields. Intelligent terminal system based on Android operation system for distance learning is developed and introduced in the paper. The hardware and software design is given, and the effect is shown. The users can learn the video resources by the terminal system, and the terminal system can connect with TV or computer. The users reflect the system is easy to use, which can improve the learning efficiency.
Closed embedded systems, custom development threshold higher.
Hosted Network
With broadband Internet access (cable, WIFI, 4G), nothing to do with the operator, easy to deploy.
Operator binding, need to be tied to wiring port, mobility difference.
Column information management According to need, support fast iterative update.
Operators closed and project management.
Construction and application costs
Broadband access fee and one time set top box fee.
Broadband or cable access fee and IPTV monthly rent.
Service integration extension
Open system, the third party service access is convenient, and the application for user friendly.
Closed system, the integration of third party applications, the user experience is not friendly.
Streaming media coding mode selection
Streaming media refers to the form of media that transmits audio, video, and multimedia files in a network. Compared with download play form, the typical features of the streaming media is continuous audio and video information compressed into the network server, user can download and view the video without waiting for the entire file download complete. Because of the advantages of streaming media technology, the technology is widely used in video on demand, video conference, distance education, telemedicine and online live system.
H.264 is used as a video coding method in this paper. The H.264 is a video compression standard called MPEG-4 Part 10, or MPEG-4 AVC, which is senior encoding. It is set up by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) jointly promulgated standards. AAC is matched with H.264 audio formats, which is Advanced Audio Coding, based on the third part of the MPEG-4 standard formulation, H.264 and AAC in technology are MPEG-4 coding. The video encoding and decoding structure is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 the system development process 4.2 System development structure. The system concludes five layers of access layer, application layer, business services and integration layer, infrastructure and services, and data layer. The access equipment can be TV, phone, pad or computer. The application concludes video management, video on demand, video live, information, learning feedback and application integration. The business services and integration concludes streaming media service, video editing service, full test search, web service, content publishing and management, report or data mining. The infrastructure and services concludes J2EE service and other service, and J2EE service contains AJAX, SPRING, HTML5, STRUCTS, XML/CSS and JQUARY, other service concludes file service and authorization service. The data layer main concludes database and file system. The System development structure is shown in Figure 3 . 
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The development of intelligent terminal client.
In view of the current high-definition flat-panel TVs, the intelligent terminal client is developed based on the Android set-top box, and achieved a personalized information custom with a large screen display style. The intelligent terminal client system preliminary concludes six sections, which is live video, video on demand, information, service area, interactive area and personalized, specific content can be flexibly customized according to the actual demand. At the same time, the system supports the download of learning courseware and the local play function, and can solve the bottleneck problem of network transmission bandwidth. 
test results and conclusion
When the Intelligent terminal system based on Android operation system for distance learning is finished, we start to test the system. The result show that the video playing smoothly, and the system works stable. The users for distance learning reflect that the system is easy to use and can improve their learning efficiency. In the test, intelligent terminal system based on Android operation system for distance learning is developed and introduced. The hardware and software design is given, and the effect is shown. The users can learn the video resources by the terminal system, and the terminal system can connect with TV or computer. The users reflect the system is easy to use, which can improve the learning efficiency. It makes users study convenient, and has broad application prospects.
